Safe City

Modern Cities
Public safety is one of the major challenges facing
urban centers today. Millions of city dwellers need to
feel safe in a hectic, congested environment. Safe
Cities are successful cities, where people feel secure
and can rely on security and emergency forces to
protect them against any threat.
Mer Systems offers a comprehensive range of
advanced, innovative Safe City solutions, allowing
local and national authorities to ensure cities are well
guarded with fixed and mobile surveillance, regional
and central control centers, complemented by cuttingedge technology for coordination, management and
effective response to any incident. Safe cities are an
integral part of smart cities which provide their residents
with a high standard of living.

Mer Systems' Safe City
Areas of Expertise
Mer Systems' comprehensive approach consists of
four main components:
Monitoring. D e p l o y m e n t o f s e n s o r s a n d d a t a
acquisition probes to observe and detect events in real
time. These include bi-directional audio transmitters,
video surveillance devices, environmental sensors,

gunshot detectors, pollution levels alarm systems,
human triggered alarms and other means of detection.
Mer Systems plans and deploys sensors according to
the specific needs of each area to provide an accurate
picture of the city's "vital signs".
Communications and Infrastructure. Effective
data flow between the sensors and the control center
is necessary to ensure accurate information arrives on
time to the designated personnel. Communications
means include wireless, fiber-optic, LAN-WAN and
mobile networks.
Intelligent Control Centers. Control centers are
tasked with monitoring events, and responding in a
timely manner. Mer Systems provides a comprehensive
integration solution for control centers – ICC – which
combines state of the art technology with personnel
training, from planning to design and implementation.
Mer Systems further offers mobile control centers
deployed in the field as a complementary solution.
Decision Support. Mer Systems' dedicated systems
present critical information to allow decision makers
to attain a holistic yet precise understanding of the
situation. This includes major incident emergency
response centers supported by tailor-made software
with optional touch-table support to facilitate decisionmaking and scenario planning.

Mer Systems' proven experience in large scale Safe City projects
combined with strong engineering and security in-house expertise
make it a world leading Safe City Solutions provider.

Mer Systems Deliverables
All Safe City projects begin with Mer Systems’
proprietary Threat, Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
(TVRA), conducted in cooperation with its subsidiary
Athena GS3. TVRA covers all aspects of the security
and safety needs of specific areas, and forms the
basis for developing technological and conceptual
solutions to address the unique requirements of
the customer, while providing enough flexibility and
scalability for future needs.

•

Tailor-made monitoring and control systems
utilizing Mer Systems’ award winning Secure-M,
a C4I monitoring and control software for first
responders, police, and emergency services.

•

Providing system-wide sensor and resource
management, including the integration of legacy
sensors, video sur veillance, panic buttons,
intercom, and emergency broadcast equipment.

•

Establishing
first-responders
organizations,
including job profiling, vetting and screening, staff
training and coaching.

•

Event prediction forecasting and modeling tools,
enabling the customer to plan precisely where,
when and how city services will respond to any
emergency or challenge that may arise.

•

End-to-end project deployment, covering all
project needs through one point of contact,
including engineering, procurement, integration,
installation and commissioning, followed by
ongoing support for communications, security
infrastructure and management systems.

Mer Systems’ services and solutions include:
•

A unique in-house planning approach to assess
the scope of work, optimize the budget and meet
challenging project schedules.

•

Develop equipment specifications that will
b e s t a d d r e s s t h e p r o j e c t ’s d e t e c t i o n a n d
communications requirements. Mer Systems’
engineering teams match sensors, software and
equipment to optimize system capabilities and
area coverage.

•

Command and control infrastructure ensuring effective
deployment and management of the city's assets and
emergency forces. The infrastructure should support
any type of activity, from routine police work to natural
disasters and terrorist attacks.

Mer Systems' proven track record in large scale Safe City projects in Europe, Latin America, Africa, Asia and the
Middle-East, combined with strong engineering and security in-house expertise makes it a world leading Safe
City Solutions provider.

Mer Systems has created a range of advanced, innovative solutions to enable police, security agencies and
other rescue and emergency forces to successfully face contemporary challenges. The company specializes in
end-to-end security solutions projects, covering all customer needs from planning and design to implementation,
installation, training, maintenance and support.
Mer Systems offers:
•

Intelligence and security solutions, control centers, video surveillance, dedicated management software, and
advanced technologies for Homeland Security forces.

•

Complementary solutions, e.g. mobile meteorology centers, Emergency Medical Systems (EMS), rapid
deployment hospitals, municipal services information management systems.

•

Communications solutions, e.g. dedicated and multipurpose communication networks, fiber optics & wireless
infrastructure, radio interoperability, and more.

As a member of the Mer Group, Mer Systems enjoys a global footprint, strong financial support and access to
advanced proprietary technology and expertise.
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